
 

 

SCIENTIFIC GAMES’ NEW OMNI-CHANNEL LOTTERY SYSTEM 
LAUNCHES FOR ATLANTIC LOTTERY IN CANADA 

New System Integrates Retail, Internet and Mobile Gaming, Delivering a Unified Player 
Experience for Traditional Lottery, Digital Instant Games, iBingo, Sports Wagers 

LAS VEGAS and ATLANTA – November 1, 2017 –Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) 
(“Scientific Games” or the “Company”) today announced the successful launch of its latest generation, 
omni-channel lottery gaming system for the Atlantic Lottery (the “Lottery”) in Canada. The new system 
from Scientific Games is now “live”, supporting traditional lottery retail sales, as well as mobile and 
internet gaming sales in the provinces of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, 
and Price Edward Island. Supporting draw games, digital instant games, iBingo and spots wagers, the 
system features the Company’s secure, cross-platform Player Account Management system which 
allows Atlantic Lottery players to purchase lottery products through a unified experience with one wallet. 

“Atlantic Lottery is committed to reinvention and renewal through fresh, new and enhanced products 
and services that are now enabled by this advanced systems technology from Scientific Games,” said 
Brent Scrimshaw, President and CEO of Atlantic Lottery. “We look forward to providing innovative 
entertainment experiences, to expanding the space in which we operate, and ultimately to beginning 
our next phase of responsible growth.” 

Scientific Games’ AEGIS® gaming system and Sciplay™ iLottery platform are key components of the 
technology involved, allowing seamless integration of Scientific Games content and third-party content. 
The Lottery’s second-chance ticket entry program was re-launched as part of the project, along with a 
new digital instant game program featuring electronic scratch games played via mobile and internet. An 
all new drat game, Daily Grand, was also developed and launched. 

“We are excited to launch our latest, most advanced omni-channel lottery platform to meet the Atlantic 
Lottery’s vision of a unified experience for their players. The new digital instant and draw games have 
been well-received by Atlantic Lottery players, and have already created significant lift in sales,” said 
Pat McHugh, Senior Vice President, Global Gaming Systems. “Players across four Canadian provinces 
can now seamlessly access an exciting array of lottery products, promotions and services, whether they 
are playing games at retail or via mobile or internet. We applaud the Atlantic Lottery for their strategic 
vision support their players and beneficiaries.” 

The new systems launch is part of a five-year contract awarded to Scientific Games by the Atlantic 
Lottery. McHugh said the Company is working closely with the Lottery’s teams to enhance the Lottery’s 
strategic marketing plan and game innovations across its consumer networks. A Scientific Games team 
is based at the Lottery’s headquarters in Moncton, New Brunswick. 

Scientific Games has provided products and services to the Atlantic Lottery since the 1990s. Today, 
with operations on six continents, the Company provides services, systems and retail technology to mor 
than 150 lotteries globally, including the majority of North American lotteries. 

All ® notices signify marks registered in the United States. © 2017 Scientific Games Corporation. All 
Rights Reserved. 

https://www.scientificgames.com/


About Scientific Games 
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a leading developer of technology-based products 
and services and associated content for worldwide gaming, lottery and interactive markets. The 
Company’s portfolio includes gaming machines, game content and systems; table games products 
and utilities; instant and draw-based lottery games; server-based lottery and gaming systems, sports 
betting technology; loyalty and rewards programs; and interactive content and services. For more 
information, please visit us at www.scientificgames.com. 
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Forward-Looking Statements 
In this press release, Scientific Games makes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the 
U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statement can be identified by 
words such as “will,” “may,” and “should.” These statements are based upon management’s current 
expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or 
performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as 
predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these 
statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors, including those factors 
described in our filings with the SEC, including the Company’s current reports on From 8-K, quarterly 
reports on From 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 3, 2017 
(including under the headings “Forward Looking Statements” and “Risk Factors”). Forward-looking 
statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for Scientific Games’ ongoing 
obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation to 
publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events 
or otherwise. 

 


